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Defiance - The Bielskis from 2
assistance of various auxiliary forces
(Lithuanian, Latvian, and Ukrainian) and
Belorussian police – rounded up the
population of scores of villages within a
15-kilometre radius of the Naliboki forest
who were suspected of supporting the
partisans and burned down their
homesteads. In total, 60 villages were
razed, thousands of villagers were killed
and more than 20,000 people were
deported to the Reich for slave labour.
Hundreds of partisans and thousands of
villagers were killed as a result of this
operation.
Villagers suffer the consequences
Tuvia Bielski recalled the fate of a
“suspicious” villager:
Our sentries saw a woman moving
among the rushes. They caught her and
sent her to me, according to the rules, to
ask what to do with her. We questioned
her about her activity.
“I am looking for my family who
escaped from Kletishtze [Kleciszcze, a
nearby village razed by the Germans] …”
She was completely soaked. I was
convinced that she was a spy, and if not,
she would betray us unwittingly. The
farmers knew that in the forests there
were Partisans wandering about, and that
it was forbidden to come into their
territories. The Russian Partisans as well
as we were forced, for the sake of
security, to eliminate those who were
suspected of informing. And we did so in
this case too.
Pillaging increases
Paradoxically, Operation Hermann
turned out to be a godsend for the Jewish
partisans, who returned to the Naliboki
forest after the operation and were now
free to strip the homes of the depopulated
villages of their contents without
hindrance:
… they could seize the food and supplies
that the Germans were unable to cart
away. And it was quite a bounty.
In the ruined towns the partisans found
chickens, pigs, and cows ambling
everywhere. They raided beehives for
honeycombs and rooted through cellars
for potatoes. They discovered vegetables
in the gardens ripe for picking and wheat
in the fields ready for harvesting. Wagons,
sewing machines, cobbler‟s tools, and
threshing machines were theirs for the
taking...
Over the course of several days,
everything was taken …
Israel Kesler’s sub-group, who hid in
the Naliboki forest during the operation,
became ever more aggressive and “would
ransack peasant homes for jewelry,
watches, and other valuables.” The Soviet
(Russian) partisans also used this
opportunity to strike at Jewish stragglers.
As one Bielski partisan recalls, “Because
we were split into many small groups
some Russian fighters took advantage and
attacked us. … They forced my friend to
take off his boots and made him give up
his shotgun.” The Jews experienced no
such problems at the hands of Polish
partisans.
Internal Rivalries
Intercommunal rivalries appear to have
led to more deaths within the Bielski
group than food-gathering expeditions
Kesler’s group
In his memoirs Tuvia Bielski mentions a
group of Jewish stragglers whom the
Soviet partisans were allegedly intent on
murdering: “not far from Abelkevitz
[Obelkowicze near Dworzec], there was a
farm on which there was a group of armed
Jews who robbed by night and did nothing
during the day. The population round
about were angry and complaining.” Their
leader was Israel Kesler, reportedly a thief
and arsonist who ran a brothel in Naliboki
before the war. Kesler agreed to join the
Bielski group sometime around December
1942, after receiving an ultimatum from
Bielski. The following is another
description of the Kesler group:
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During his wanderings he [Abraham
Viner] met Israel Kesler, a native of his
hometown [of Naliboki] and a
professional thief, who had spent many
years in prison. After the Nazi takeover,
Kesler had escaped during an early
deportation. He had gathered together a
group of Jews, acquired arms from his
Belorussian friends, and roamed the
countryside collecting food and hiding
with peasants.
When Abraham met Kesler he asked to
be accepted into his unit, but Kesler
refused, saying, “„You cannot stay with
us. You are not made of the proper
material. You would not be able to kill, to
fight, you are not fit to be a partisan.‟ I
left; I had no choice. I and the others were
not accepted. We were of the same social
background. We had no arms, nothing.”
Better suited for life in the forest, Kesler
looked down on Jews whom he felt did not
fit in. In fact, most young working-class
men seemed to resent and envy those who
had been their social superiors before the
war.
Kesler’s group was able to secure a
measure of autonomy during the German
raids on the Naliboki forest in the summer
of 1943. It set up its own camp and, as
mentioned, became notorious for robbing
peasants.
The main Bielski group was not
immune from such abuses either:
Undisciplined rough behavior was not
limited to Russian partisans. When most
of the Bielski people reassembled,
complaints about one of their own group
leader, Kaplan, were also heard. Local
farmers on whose goodwill they depended
accused Kaplan and a few of his men of
robbery. These forcible confiscations
included money and valuables. …
Hersh Smolar, a prominent partisan and
a member of the Soviet headquarters,
knew that “the accusation was that the
Jews had been robbing the peasants. They
take clothes, not only bread. Platon let me
read the document.
“It was indeed true. There were some
Jewish partisans who took clothes. The
partisans were not allowed to take
anything but food, but the Jews did take
other things.”
Both Kesler and Kaplan, as well as
other partisans (Bialobroda, Faivl
Polonecki, a barber from Lida), were
executed by Bielski for their communal
transgressions such as insubordination,
subversion, lack of discipline, disputes
over stolen property, etc. There is no
evidence that any Jew was ever punished
for excesses committed against the local
population.
Tuvia Bielski’s entourage
In the spring of 1944, Kesler denounced
Tuvia Bielski to General “Dubov” for
financial
mismanagement
(misappropriation of gold, jewelry and
money) and asked for permission to form
a separate detachment. Fearing that Kesler
was planning to usurp his authority,
Bielski had Kesler arrested and put to
death following a quick trial. He then
denounced Kesler to the Soviet command
as a “marauder” and “bandit.” Estera
Gorodejska, who was a member of
Kesler’s group yet showered praise on
Bielski for his efforts to save Jews,
described the power struggle in an entirely
different light.
In 1943 Bielski surrounded himself with
members of the command such as
Gordon, Malbin, Fotasznik, etc. They
played cards all day long and were never
sober. The command ate very well when
everyone else got watery soup. There was
great dissatisfaction in the camp, but
discipline was so strong that no one dared
to say anything. Kesler went to see
Sokolov (Dubov‟s aide) to ask his
permission to organize an independent
unit. When the command found out about
this, they entered Kesler‟s zemlianka in a
drunken state and arrested him. This was
in March 1944. The next day they took
Kesler out of detention and Bielski himself

shot him three times. He was drunk. He
said to the deceased Kesler: “You‟re lying
down, you scum. Why don‟t you answer
now?” He shot the corpse two more times.
The command ordered some Jews to bury
Kesler. They made a small mound for him.
The command told them to remove the
mound and to level his grave with the
ground. … A report was written that
Kesler was killed because he had left the
unit without the permission of the
command (when he had gone to see
Sokolov) and for robberies on the civilian
population. … The day we marched out of
the forest, Bielski killed Faivl Połoniecki,
a Jew from Mir. I understand there was a
dispute between Bielski and Połoniecki
over some [stolen] clothes.
Józef Marchwiński, who acted as Tuvia
Bielski’s second in command for a time,
described the life of plenty and leisure led
by Bielski’s entourage and his “harem” of
well-dressed, attractive women, which
was known as the “tsar’s palace” by the
poor Jews who often did not have enough
to eat. A Jewish Communist, Benedykt
Szymański (Scherman), opined that
Bielski was eager to accept into the camp
people who had gold and other valuables,
but less likely to take in the poor,
especially those who had no weapons.
However, there is no evidence that he ever
turned anyone away despite the
dissatisfaction on the part of many in the
camp opposed to accepting new members:
“There are more than twenty of us and
already there is nothing to eat. What will
we eat if there are more?” … Still there
were further murmurs of disapproval.
“We have lost our wives and our
children and you want us to go into the
ghetto to bring out strangers?” said one
of the newcomers.
People grumbled when the old and sick
or the young and vulnerable arrived, said
Lilka Tiktin, the teenage girl who had
escaped from Lida ghetto with her father,
stepmother, and stepbrother. “People
said, „We don‟t need them. We don‟t need
them.‟”
Some of the fighters, tired of the
aggravation of supporting the unarmed
and helpless malbushim [Hebrew for
“clothes,” in this context “worthless”],
spoke about leaving to form their own
units.
Lola Hudes Bell (Bielski), who married
Tuvia Bielski’s first cousin, Yehuda
Bielski, recalled: “I had to endure the
indignity of having to hand over my
underwear – a very scare and needed
article of clothing – to the Bielski leaders
before they allowed me into their camp. It
was a very large and well organized camp
with a powerful hierarchy. … Everyone
knew their place.” Her husband Yehuda
lamented, “They gave the women’s
underwear they collected to their wives
and girlfriends. This was so ugly and
low.”
Help From Poles
Poles form the single largest national
group of rescuers honoured by the Yad
Vashem – The Holocaust Martyrs’ and
Heroes’ Remembrance Authority – in
Jerusalem. As of January 1, 2008, the
distinction of “Righteous Among the
Nations” has been granted to 6,066 Poles.
For a complete list of Poles awarded by
the Yad Va she m se e ht tp ://
www1.yadvashem.org/righteous_new/
PDF%20Virtual_Wall_Of_Honor/
POLAND.PDF. Additionally, some Poles
from Lithuania, Latvia, Belarus and
Ukraine who received recognition are
counted in those nations. For information
about the rescue activities of individual
Poles recognized by Yad Vashem see
http://www.savingjews.org/. At least
1,000 Poles were put to death by the
Germans for assisting Jews, a punishment
virtually unheard of elsewhere in
occupied Europe. As the following
examples from the Naliboki area
illustrate, the vast majority of Poles who
helped Jews have never received formal
recognition from Yad Vashem. This
apparent lack of gratitude is striking.

Testimonies of rescue
Most of the 1,200 Jewish fugitives who
escaped from the ghettos received help
from the local population before joining
the Bielski group. In some cases, they
continued to receive help afterwards. A
small selection of rescue accounts
follows:
Some peasants spotted us [escaping
from the German camp]; we must have
looked suspicious, with our ragged
clothes and starved, pale faces. But they
said nothing. We got safely through the
open field, reached the road, and finally,
after what seemed an eternity, entered the
forest … We walked quickly through the
snow-covered fields, skirted the town and
its suburbs and made our way towards the
village of Litovka [Litówka], about four
kilometres
from
Novogrodek
[Nowogródek]. … We reached the house
of the Hicles (dogcatchers) [this was the
Polish Bobrowski family, who have been
recognized by Yad Vashem] at the end of
the suburb of Peresika [Peresieka], on the
way to Litovka. … The Hicles were Polish
Gentiles … They lived in an isolated
house, far from the town, which no one
ever visited. But it was the Hicles who felt
compassion for the Jews‟ bitter fate and
helped as much as they could, smuggling
food into the ghetto. … Every Jew who
managed to escape from the ghetto and
reach the Hicles was hidden for a day or
two and supplied with food for the
journey. The Hicles kept in touch with the
Bielski partisans, and they would tell
runaway Jews where they might be found.
When the Germans later found out about
the activities of the Hicles, they killed
them and burned their property.
After resting for about an hour in the
Hicles‟ house, we went on through the
fields to Boinski‟s farm. Boinski [Boiński]
was a rich Polish farmer who raised and
sold pigs. He had many friends among the
Jews of Novogrodek, and he helped many
Jews during the Holocaust. At midnight
we knocked on Boinski‟s door. He came
out, frightened, and told us that he lived in
constant fear of the Germans, who paid
him frequent visits. He agreed to hide us
for one day. He led us into the barn and
covered us with hay. At noon, the good
man brought us some bread, potatoes and
water, and when night fell we left the farm
and made our way to the nearby road.
Twelve kilometres down the road, and
several hundred metres away from it, we
reached the home of a Belorussian farmer
named Kostik Kozlovsky, who used to
bring messages and letters from the
Bielski partisans to the ghetto Jews. We
arrived at dawn exhausted. Koslovsky
said that no partisans had been there for
several days, but that they might very well
come that night. He suggested that we
should wait for them in a nearby grove.
We spent the whole day in that grove,
lying in a trench from which we could
watch the road, bustling with German
military vehicles. At nightfall, several
young Jews from Bielski‟s partisans
arrived at Kozlovsky‟s farm. [Konstantin
Kozlovsky and his two sons were
recognized by Yad Vashem.]
Franek [Bobrowski], the dogcatcher,
was a brave man who hid Jewish people.
He was found out and shot, together with
some of them, shortly after. …
Boyinski [Boiński] fed us and put us on
the big Russian komin—a stove in the
front with enough space in the back for
two or three people. The first day, the
farmer, his wife and children were
hospitable. The second day everybody was
uneasy and Boyinski was afraid someone
had spotted us and would send the
Germans. On the third day he urged us to
leave, describing which roads to take and
which peasants could be trusted. …
He brought me to the farm of a former
priest by the name of [Piotr] Kolenda, I
think. There we found Ania Alter‟s
cousins, uncle and aunt, and Aliosha‟s
brother, Rubin, who was visiting.
[Kolenda, a Pole, helped hide women
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